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Abstract— As one of the most essential data mining tasks, finding 
frequently occurring patterns, i.e., motif discovery, has drawn a 
lot of attention in the past decade. Despite successes in speedup of 
motif discovery algorithms, most of the existing algorithms still 
require predefined parameters. The critical and most 
cumbersome one is time series motif length since it is difficult to 
manually determine the proper length of the motifs—even for the 
domain experts. In addition, with variability in the motif lengths, 
ranking among these motifs becomes another major problem. In 
this work, we propose a novel algorithm using compression ratio 
as a heuristic to discover meaningful motifs in proper lengths. 
The ranking of these various length motifs relies on an ability to 
compress time series by its own motif as a hypothesis. 
Furthermore, other than being an anytime algorithm, our 
experimental evaluation also demonstrates that our proposed 
method outperforms existing works in various domains both in 
terms of speed and accuracy. 

Keywords: proper length motif; motif discovery; time series 
mining. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Time series data mining is an active area of research in the 
literature because time series data are omnipresent. Among 
many other time series mining tasks, finding occurring patterns 
in time series or motif is one important task. Motif discovery 
algorithm [1][2][5][6][7][10][11][13][15] is basically a search 
algorithm for patterns within time series. It has utilities in 
higher level data mining tasks such as clustering [8][9]. There 
are a plethora of motif discovery algorithms using various 
techniques. For example, recent MK motif discovery algorithm 
[2] has utilized the use of early abandoning to prune off 
unnecessary search spaces. The time complexity of the 
algorithm has reduced to be essentially linear.  

However, users do still suffer from selecting a set of 
parameters; an initial window size is a typical one. The existing 
works require a length of the motif as a parameter for a reason 
that it is configurable; this is considered an unrealistic 
assumption that motif length be easily predefined by users. The 
choice of this parameter is quite sensitive and untenable for 
users [15] because it is hard to determine the proper length of 
motif by hands—even for domain experts.  For instance, 
suppose a user wants to determine the motifs in time series data 
in Fig.1.  Since existing motif discovery algorithms require 
initial length of sliding window, the user needs to speculate 
length L manually or did some trials and errors of various 
lengths until satisfaction. In fact, the time series in Fig.1 has 
two classes of motifs: one of length 163 and another of length 

286.  Is there a better way to discover motifs without 
specifying initial length L? 

Figure 1.  a) A typical time series data. A user needs to speculate a 

length of motif manually. More often  it is hard to speculate the exact proper 

length of the motif as shown in b) that the exact lengths are 163 and 286. 

In addition, the problem becomes more subtle if one 
attempts to exhaustively search for all possible motifs in all 
possible lengths since the number of discovered motifs will be 
huge, not to mention overlapping motifs in various lengths.  It 
is also difficult to rank motifs because of their length 
variability. 

Since the definitions of motifs in existing works assume the 
length is fixed, in variable length motifs aspect, we give a new 
definition of the motif which considers both similarity and 
frequency of the motifs by an ability to compress by its own 
motif. In this regard, we use MDL (Minimum Description 
Length) principle [4] [8][10][12] as a compression basis.  

In this work, we propose a compression-based motif 
discovery algorithm that covers three aspects: parameter 
freeness, variable length motifs ranking and speedup over a 
previous work. Our method requires no parameter from users. 
The output is ranked motif classes. In addition, our method is 
an anytime algorithm, which would be very beneficial for motif 
discovery in massive dataset. In the experiments, our algorithm 
is shown to outperform the existing algorithm both in terms of 
speed improvement and accuracy based on Accuracy-on-
Detection (AoD)[14].    

a) 

b) 
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II. BACKGROUND AND NOTATIONS 

How can compression provide proper length motif discovery?  

We have two observations. First, when a motif of length L, as 

a hypothesis, compresses its common structures, the quality of 

the compression depends on the similarity between the 

hypothesis and its occurrences: the more similar it is, the more 

ability it can compress. Likewise, when the time series 

contains a number of motifs sharing the same structure, the 

quality of compression also depends on the frequency of the 

occurrences having the same structure as the hypothesis: the 

more frequent motifs there are, the more ability they can 

compress.  Therefore, two observations imply that a good 

motif is a model that has both similarity and frequency 

properties. In other words, the best model out of a model class 

is the model for which the encoding cost for both data and 

model combined is the lowest. Fig.2 portrays two obvious 

different compressions between good and bad compression. 

The gist is that abstraction of a good motif can be realized by 

applying MDL principle.         

Good

Good

Good Compression
(Good matching and
frequent occurrences)

Bad Compression
(Poor matching)

Poor

 
Figure 2.  An example of two obvious cases. A good motif class is  a 
motif that matches well to its neighbors and has lots of neighbors. In contrast, 

a bad motif class is a motif that poorly matches and has few neighbors. In this 

abstraction, we measure goodness by ability to compress. 

Definition 1: K-Compression Motif: Given a time series T, the 

most significant motif in T (called thereafter the 1-

Compression Motif) is the subsequence or hypothesis, having 

at least two occurrences, whose encoding cost for its 

neighboring non-trivial subsequences together with the 

hypothesis is the lowest. In other words, the 1
st 

compression 

motif is the hypothesis H that minimizes the description length 

of H plus description length of T given H, with a constraint 

that H must have at least two matching occurrences. The Kth
 

most significant motif in T is Kth
-class of subsequences having 

at least two occurrences that have the Kth
-to-lowest encoding 

cost for both data and hypothesis. 

Bitsave calculation 
    The bitsave calculation and equations here closely follow 

the method proposed in [8]. We calculate the expected number 

of bits for representing the data via description length 

function. 

)(*)( TEntropymTDL �  

where m = length of a subsequence T. 

   Similarly, the conditional description length is, 
)()|( HADLHADL ��  

The entropy is defined as  

)
1

(log)( 2

ii
i p

pTEntropy ��  

where  pi  is the probability that symbol in Ti will occur. 
    In order to calculate entropy, we use discrete normalization. 

1))12(*)
1minmax

1min
(()( ��

��
��

� aTroundTDiscrete  

where T is a vector, and a is its cardinality. In this work, we 

set a = 64 to be consistent with the original work in [8]. 

   The intuition behind this will become clear in the next 

section. Here, define a group’s description length as follows, 

�
�

��
CA

HADLHDLCDLC )|()()(
 

As in definition 1, it is required to have at least two 

occurrences of motifs. Therefore, we need to calculate bitsave 

of a closest pair and record the group creation. Given 

subsequences A, B and a group C = {A, B}, bitsave of group 

creation is 

)()()( CDLCBDLADLbitsave ���  

As for adding a new neighbor A to the group C, the bitsave 

after adding the new neighbor to become C’ is 
)'()()( CDLCCDLCADLbitsave ���  

III. THE INTUITION BEHIND ALGORITHM 

     After providing background and notation, we are now 

ready to introduce our motif discovery algorithm. We discuss 

measurement of ability to compress here, and we will discuss 

how to speed up the algorithm in the next subsections.  

     We model the problem as finding a subsequence as a 

hypothesis of length w that best compresses the input time 

series, Ts. In other words, out of a model class, finding H that 

minimizes { DL(H) + DL(Ts | H) }, where DL (description 

length) is a function from Rw
 to R, representing an expected 

number of bits of the given subsequence. 

    Calculating DL(Ts | H) is computationally expensive since 

length of Ts can be huge. We can reduce complexity by 

exploiting decomposability of description length. In lieu of 

computing the absolute description length, we calculate the 

relative description length, i.e., bitsave obtained by the 

difference between before and after compression of original 

time series given hypothesis H. 
))()|(()()|,( HDLHTDLTDLHTTDL ����

2;)())|()((
1

:)(:)( �����
�

kHDLHTDLTDL
k

i
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In other words,  

       Total bitsave = sum of bitsave at ith
 occurrence - DL(H).   

The equations above imply two important observations. The 

first is we can calculate only the different subsections between 

the original time series and the compressed time series given 

H, instead of whole time series. This is because the description 

lengths of uncompressed parts of two time series are always 

equal. The second observation is description length of original 

time series is fixed for all hypotheses H. We can equivalently 

find the model that has highest total bitsave. This can 

enormously reduce time complexity to discover the best 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 
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model. With the decomposability in perspective, we 

essentially search for the best model using exact distance of 

subsequence as heuristic since the description length and 

distance are correlated when the distance is small [8]. Finding 

a good set of hypotheses is by constructing a set of reasonably 

close pair subsequences (pairs that bitsave > 0). Lastly, 

discovering the number and location of occurrences of the 

hypothesis is done via finding all neighbors of a closest 

subsequence pair to H.  

    We begin the algorithm from the smallest to the largest 

possible of sliding windows. Suppose the algorithm is running 

at length L, we first find the closest pair of subsequence or 
1

LMC . The second step is to compute MDL of the pair. At step 

3, we find another neighbor of this motif candidate and 

compute the new MDL. We iterate step 3 until the last 

neighbor cannot compress well anymore, or the new MDL is 

not better than the previous MDL. Finally, we update the 

answer by this group. The answer-updated operation will be 

clarified in the next section. 

A. Lower bound        
Given a subsequence of length L, to compare all possible pairs 

of subsequences to discover the closest pair, we need n(n-1)/2 

comparisons, where n is length of time series subtracted  by L, 

which is, in fact, high computational cost.  

    One way to mitigate O(n2
) complexity is to use triangular 

inequality of Euclidean Distance as heuristic information for 

pruning off extraneous search space. This notion is well 

utilized in [2] called early abandoning and lower bound.        

According to [2], running time on average becomes essentially 

linear. 

    However, running on all possible lengths is computationally 

expensive even when the lower bound is utilized. We 

incorporate two additional techniques to tackle this difficulty:- 

designing to be an anytime algorithm via updating answer by 

ability to compress and early termination.  

B. Updating answer by an ability to compress  (bitsave) 
    The algorithm initializes a set of answer as an empty set. 

While running, the answer is updated or added by a new entry. 

A better bitsave value or an interesting motif is based on a 

hypothesis that the subsequence has better ability to compress.  

Therefore, updating method is forthright. For each answer in 

an answer set that overlaps with the new entry, bitsave value is 

a criterion for replacing the new entry if its bitsave is higher. If 

no such overlapped entry exists, the new entry will be added 

into the answer set.  

    An overlapping of two entries occur when two of the 

following conditions hold  

     1. The numbers of motifs in the entries are equal. 

     2.  There exists a one-on-one correspondingly 

overlapping pair of each element in the entry. 

C. Early Termination  
    Suppose we discover motif candidate for each length L in 

an increasing order, it is possible that, at some value of L, we 

have already discovered all classes of motifs, and then we can 

terminate algorithm without losing any potential candidate.   

This action can prune off extraneous search space and thus 

save an enormous amount of time.  

   The intuition is if the algorithm has been running so far that 

all motifs were found, eventually at some length L, the first 

motif must cover its previously discovered motifs. The 

question is when the proper time for triggering this early 

stopping would be.   

   The answer is that, when the bitsave value of the first pair of 

length L is less than zero, i.e., the compressed information 

does not have anything new. This means even the closest pair 

cannot well compress the time series. Therefore, it is very 

likely for other pairs of length L that cannot well compress the 

time series. In practice, it is shown that this optimization 

provides an impressive speedup and has very few fault-

dismissals (cf. section V. C.).  

IV. OUR ALGORITHM 

    A pseudo code is given in Table 1. The input is time series 

data. The algorithm begins by entering a for loop (line 1). In 

lines 2, MotifCandidateDiscovery finds a motif candidate  
k
LMC  in a sliding window of length L. We note that this 

function utilizes a lower bound of Euclidean distance and 

early abandoning techniques mentioned in the previous 

section.   

A for loop in line 3 runs subroutines at different initial 

hypotheses. We continue looping until bitsave of creating 

cluster is negative (line 5). At line 4, A and B indicate the 

location of subsequence in the time series. The function 

createGroup is called, and returns bitsave along with a new 

group.  A data structure of the group is a structure that 

contains the followings:  

vector of locations – positions of  repeated patterns. 

bitsave – total bitsave of current group status. 
Table 1. Proper Length Motif Discovery Algorithm (PLMD) 

Input: Time series T 

Output: a set of k
th

-compression motifs sorted by MDL 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

For L=2 to T.length/2 
  {A,B} := motifCandidateDiscovery(T,L) 
  For each k-th motif pair in {Ak,Bk} 
    group:= createGroup(Ak,Bk) 
    if  group.bitsave < 0 then break 
   while hasNextNeighbor(T) 
      C := NextNeighbor(T,group.center,L) 
      bs := BitsaveOfAdd(group,C) 
      if bs > 0 then  
           group.bitsave += bs 
           group := AddToGroup(group,C) 
      else break  
    end 
    answer = update(answer, group)  
  end for 
  if k=1 and bitsave < 0 then break       
end for 
return answer 

The bitsave in line 5 represents the number of bits saved 

after performing a group creation (create). If such creation 
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cannot contribute any more bitsave, we move on to the next 

iteration.  

In lines 5 – 13, we begin the while loop. The NextNeighbor 

takes a center of the cluster as a reference to find another 

closest neighbor C in terms of Euclidean distance. The center 

of a cluster is calculated by the average of a motif candidate 

pair A and B. Then, a neighbor C is added to the cluster. The 

calculation of bitsave is given in line 9. This loop continues 

until bs ≤ 0 or there is no next neighbor left.  

At line 14, we regard the group as a new entry. We either 

add a new entry in the answer set or update an existing answer 

over new bitsave value according to the update rules (cf. 

section III. B). This is an anytime algorithm since the update 

function always updates motif entities towards better set of 

solutions. Hence, users need not wait until completion; rather, 

they can query by the status quo of the best model class.  

Line 16 checks for early termination. We can easily check 

the early stopping condition that the first pair of motif 

candidate’s bitsave is negative. Finally, every class of the 

motifs has its own bitsave which has been updated at each 

iteration.  

V. EXPERIMENTS 

It is essential that the parameter-free algorithm outputs 

validate results before exploring other aspects. The correctness 

is determined by an objective function and comparison to 

related works. Next, the proposed algorithm is compared with 

the related work in terms of running time analysis. The 

datasets and codes are available at our support webpage [16]. 

A. Measurements and Experiment Setup 
First, basic definitions are clarified. Let P be a set of planted 

patterns. Let D be a set of discovered patterns. Let S be a tuple 

of (P,D). The first measurement is Accuracy-on-Recall 

(AoR)[14]. AoR is percentage of discovered patterns 

corresponding to the planted patterns to the total planted 

patterns, i.e., 

||

||
)(

P
DPSAoR 	

�  

The second measurement is Accuracy-on-Detection 

(AoD)[14]. The AoD is simply an overlapping percentage 

between discovered motifs and the corresponding planted 

patterns.  Let d  be a discovered pattern and p be a 

corresponding planted pattern, where l and w are the location 

and length of the subsequence, respectively. The unit-AoD is 

an overlapping percentage measurement and defined as 

follows, 

),,,(

),,,(
),(

pdpd

pdpd

wwllUnionPart
wwllgPartOverlappin

dpUnitAoD �  

where, 

1),max(),min(),,,( 2122112121 ����� llwlwlwwllgPartOverlappin
1),min(),max(),,,( 2122112121 ����� llwlwlwwllUnionPart  

     AoD is an average of each UnitAOD in a motif class, and is 

defined as, 

||

),(

)(
DP

dpUnitAoD
SAoD DP

	
�
�
	  

Finally, correctness is determined as the average AoD of 

pattern classes weighted by AoR, i.e., let      be a set of S, 

 

 

 

Recalled that P = {planted patterns}, and D = {discovered 

patterns} and S = (P, D). 

B. Correctness Experiments 
To measure correctness, the datasets with known ground 

truth should be used, i.e. the locations of actual motifs in each 

dataset are known. Therefore, testing on planted motifs is 

preferable since it is more practical to objectively calculate 

accuracy of discovered motifs with respect to planted motif 

occurrences.  The dataset is created by implanting motifs into 

a non-repeated random walk time series. The patterns to be 

planted are derived from the UCR classification/clustering 

archive [3].  

The datasets are diverse in nature, and we conduct 

experiments on both single-pattern and multi-pattern datasets. 

1) Single-pattern datasets 
Eight datasets are used in the experiments, where each 

dataset consists of one “single” class of motifs, i.e., a class of 

motifs with a fixed length. Datasets spd1 to spd4 contain 

larger number of pattern occurrences, whereas datasets spd5 – 

spd8 contain only 2 occurrences of the patterns. Table 2 shows 

the detail of all single-pattern datasets.  All illustration of these 

datasets are available at our support webpage [16]. 
Table 2. Single-pattern datasets 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The experimental results are shown in Table 3. Our 

proposed algorithm manages to discover proper length motifs 

planted in the single-pattern datasets. The discovered motifs 

are largely accurate measured by AoD (for all datasets here, 

AoD > 95%).  In addition, all of the planted patterns are 

precisely discovered (for all datasets here, AoR = 100%). 

Table 3. Experimental results for spd datasets. 

Dataset Pattern: # Rank AoR AoD 
AoR of 
the 1st 
rank 

AoD of 
the 1st 
rank 

spd1 50words: 7 1st 100% 98.53% 100% 98.53% 

spd2 Adiac: 10 1st 100% 98.32% 100% 98.32% 

spd3 Beef: 5 1st 100% 98.94% 100% 98.94% 

spd4 Oliveoil: 6 1st 100% 98.95% 100% 98.95% 

spd5 Gun: 2 2nd 100% 98.68% 100% 86.76% 

spd6 Trace: 2 4th 100% 96.48% 100% 61.96% 

spd7 OSULeaf: 2 1st 100% 99.53% 100% 99.53% 

spd8 Oliveoil: 2 1st 100% 99.65% 100% 99.65% 

dataset length pattern w #patterns 
spd1 6790 50words 270 7 

spd2 5760 Adiac 176 10 

spd3 6350 Beef 470 7 

spd4 8220 Oliveoil 570 6 

spd5 1900 Gun 150 2 

spd6 2150 Trace 275 2 

spd7 2454 OSUleaf 427 2 

spd8 2740 Oliveoil 570 2 




�

�


�
S
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1
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It is worth noting that apart from discovering the planted 

pattern accurately, the algorithm may also discovery other 

motifs whose underlying patterns occur in the generated 

random walk data. For example, in spd8 dataset, our proposed 

algorithm manages to discover motifs correctly as the first 

rank with AoD = 99.65%. However, the second rank motif is 

discovered at length of 347, as shown in Fig. 3. 

 
Figure 3.  The 2nd ranked motifs from spd8 dataset.   The superposition 

of two similar motifs one of which includes a pattern naturally occurs in a 

subsequence of random walk. 

2) Multi-pattern datasets 
 This section carries out experiments on more complicated 

datasets; the datasets contain patterns in more than one 

classes. In addition, this work is further evaluated by 

comparing with the Parameter-free Motif Discovery for time 

series data [7] -- the k-BestMotif algorithm called ‘kBM’ 

hereafter, through AoR and AoD metrics.   

The comparison of outputs is performed in terms of AoR 

and AoD, (cf. Section V. A). Note that kBM algorithm 

discovers only a set of motif pair; however, to give best 

benefit to their work, a union of the relevant set of the same 

classes will be used to determine kBM’s AoR measurement. 

In addition, to be fair, the maximum motif pair’s AoD of the 

motif set will be used to determine kBM’s AoD. 

The results are portrayed in Table 4.  Our proposed method 

(PLMD) consistently dominates kBM by higher AoD (denoted 

in boldface). Our proposed algorithm’s AoD is also relatively 

invariant to the size of the pattern while kBM slightly 

deteriorates by an amount of AoD due to larger size of the 

pattern due to the fact that their ranking method requires 

pruning off the larger size of the pattern before performing 

ranking function. They also choose median of the whole 

population as a threshold to cut off “too large” motif. As a 

result, potential motif may get eliminated at the first place. 

 
Table 4. Comparison in four datasets in terms of AoR and AoD. 

Input Output 

Dataset Length Pattern 
Pattern 

Length 

# of 

patt. 

AoR(%) AoD(%) 
PLMD kBM PLMD  kBM 

 

mpd1 

 

7486 

Gun 150 5 100 80 98.69 99.34 
50Words 270 3 100 100 99.27 98.89 

Fish 463 2 100 100 99.14 98.29 

 

mpd2 

 

8842 

CBF 128 8 100 75 98.1 98.47 
Yoga 426 2 100 100 99.6 96.39 
Fish 463 2 100 100 99.7 94.31 

OliveOil 570 2 100 100 99 90.35 

 

mpd3 

 

7609 

FaceAll 131 9 88.9 66.7 98.51 100 
Adiac 176 5 100 60 98.33 97.74 

50Words 270 3 100 66.7 99.27 85.09 

Beef 470 2 100 100 99.58 98.95 

 

mpd4 

 

10979 

FaceAll 131 7 100 57.1 97.78 98.51 
Gun 150 6 100 50 99.34 98.69 

Adiac 176 8 100 75 98.31 99.44 
OSULeaf 427 2 100 100 99.53 93.45 

 

As for AoR, our proposed method discovers virtually all of 

the planted patterns for each dataset. However, kBM manages 

to discover onltpartial sets; its AoR is unclear when the 

frequency of the patterns’ occurrences is more than two.  

C. Speed Experiment: Scalability 

1) Running time analysis 
    This work utilizes an early termination technique. Time 

complexity can be asymptotically reduced. Consider the 

largest motifs in time series of length M, where M < n. The 

early termination is triggered when the first creation of a motif 

group of length L provides negative bitsave. For instance, 

Fig.4 portrays the bitsave plot for the largest pattern in mpd1 

dataset. The local minima do not affect the correctness of early 

termination since the local minima do not have the negative 

bitsave. In addition, this pattern has length of 463. The 

algorithm has correctly discovered the proper length of this 

motif. The early stopping point is done at length of 568. 

      Based on empirical observation as in Fig.4, The early 

stopping point is equal to size M+ϵ where ϵ is a constant. 

Instead of running at all possible lengths, the proposed 

algorithm runs only at most to the length M+ ϵ. That is, 

 

 

 

 

Therefore, with Early Termination, our proposed algorithm 

spends O(M2n2
), where M < n, while the original work 

performed on a single length requires O(mn2
). That is, our 

proposed algorithm’s running time is mainly bounded by the 

length of the patterns. 

 
Figure 4.   Bitsave plot for the largest pattern in mpd1 dataset. This 

pattern has length of 463. The algorithm terminates at w = 568 as opposed to 

half of the whole time series length. 

2) Empirical Observations 
Empirical scalability experiments are shown in Fig.5. The 

datasets are the same as those in multi-pattern dataset section. 

We use the average over 10 trials.  All algorithms are executed 

on the same Intel-i7 3GHz server. Our proposed method is 

approximately a few magnitudes faster than kBM. Notice that 

kBM and Proposed without Early Termination essentially have 

the same order of magnitude. With Early Termination, the 
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algorithm is a few magnitudes faster than kBM. This 

demonstrates that our algorithm is relatively fast in practice. 
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Figure 5.  Comparison among three methods. The y-axis represents 

running time in hours. The x-axis represents length of time series. The 
proposed method (PLMD) is a few magnitudes faster than kBM 

3) Anytime proper length time series motif discovery 

In this section, two desirable properties of anytime 

algorithm are evaluated: monotonicity and interruptibility 

properties. In order for quality of the algorithm to be 

measurable, correctness (cf. section V. A) is used as a 

measurement.  The datasets used are from mpd1 to mpd4. The 

results are shown in Fig. 6. 

As for monotonicity, the correctness value for each dataset 

is virtually non-decreasing.  In addition, practitioners can 

interrupt the algorithm at anytime while running. For example, 

if a user wants the partial result from the mpd4 dataset while 

running at w = 200, he or she can obtain a valid result at 

correctness of higher than 80 percent since most of the 

patterns are of length less than 200. Consequently, the 

algorithm still has a high percentage of correctness while 

running at w = 200.   This demonstrates the interruptibility of 

the algorithm in cases that user may request a premature 

answer from the running algorithm 

Figure 6.  Correctness plot for mpd1 to mpd4 datasets. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

    The problem of predefined parameters in time series motif 

discovery is not trivial. Ranking of all of possible motifs is 

subtle. Our algorithm is based on MDL principle, which 

covers three perspectives of the problem. First, our algorithm 

requires no parameter from users. Second, our algorithm 

manages to discover proper length motif in a meaningful way 

by utilizing compression ratio heuristic. Third, we 

acknowledge the complexity and introduce ways for speedup. 

Furthermore, our method is anytime algorithm that can return 

a valid solution even if it is interrupted or it has not yet 

finished. We are exploring approaches to other applications. 
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